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ABSTRACT

Generalizations of Roo's score test are receiving increased attention, especially in

the econometrics and biostatistics literature. These generalizations are able to account

for certain model inadequacies or lack of knowledge by use of empirical variance

estimates. This article shows how the various forms of the generalized test statistic

arise from Taylor expansion of the estimating equations. The general estimating

equations structure unifies a variety of applications and helps suggest new areas of

application.
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ON GENERALIZED SCORE TESTS

1. Introduction

Ra.o (1948) introduced score statistics for composite null hypotheses having the

form

(1)

where S(9) is the vector of partial derivatives of the log likelihood function, Bis the

vector of restricted maximum likelihood estimates under HO' and If is the Fisher

information of the sample evaluated at B. These test statistics are attractive because

they only require computation of the null estimates Band are asymptotically equivalent
\ ," ~,

to Wald and likelihood ratio statistics under both null and Pitman alternative
< J~U J

hypotheses. In fact many common tests statistics such as the Pearson chi-square are

score statistics or are closely related. A parallel development of (1) was begun by

Aitchison and Silvey (1958) under the name "Lagrange multiplier statistic," and the

econometrics literature uses this latter term. Both "score statistic" and "Lagrange

multiplier statistic" seem to be the names used regardless of whether expected value

information If or observed information is used in (1). Introductions to score and

Lagrange multiplier tests may be found in Breusch and Pagan (1980), Buse (1982),

Engle (1984), Hosking (1983), and Tarone (1988).

The purpose of this note is to discuss the use of score tests in the general

estimating equations situation where iJ is obtained by minimizing an objective function

Q(8) or by solving the related vector equation

S(8) = _ a~~9) = 0

Typically - Q(9) is the log likelihood function and we are concerned about

misspecification of the underlying model, or Q(9) is chosen so that iJ is reliable over a

range of possible models (robust or semiparametric methods), or Q(8) is chosen for

computational convenience (e.g., least squares). I will tend to use the language of
I
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"misspecified likelihoods" even though the results apply in general. Note that when

- Q(8) is the log likelihood function, then S(8) is commonly called the score function.

Wald and likelihood ratio tests are fairly easy to generalize to misspecified models

(Section 3) although approximations to their null distributions are not always adequate

or easy to derive. The generalizations for score tests are not as simple, and I have found

the literature somewhat lacking in motivation regarding their derivation. However,

these generalized score tests may be the most useful of all three types of tests, and I

would like to highlight a few of the.details in their derivation.

Specifically,. I would like to suggest the following general asymptotic principle for

construction of generalized score statistics:

"Find the asymptotic covariance matrix of S(8) under HO' say :ES.

Then define the generalized score statistic to be

- T- - -TGS = S(8) :ES S(8) ,

where t s is a generalized inverse of a consistent estimate t s of :ES."

By consistent estimate I mean an(ts- :ES) ! 0 in large samples for some scalar an

since :ES may not be standardized to converge. Although a generalized inverse seems

unnecessarily messy to deal with, we can usually find an explicit version which is easily

computed. Moreover, the form of TGS essentially guarantees that it has the correct

kind of asymptotic null chi-squared distribution (e.g., Theorem 3.5, p. 128 of Serfling,

1980).

Some authors (e.g., Breusch and Pagan, p. 240) suggest that the form of Rao's

statistic (1) arises from noting that with correctly specified likelihoods, the covariance

matrix of S(8) is the Fisher information, and replacing 8 by the restricted estimates 1J

leads to (1). Unfortunately, this method does not generalize to using consistent
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estimates of the covariance matrix of S(8) when the likelihood is misspecified. In fact,

it seems almost "lucky" that the form (1).is the appropriate statistic in the correctly

specified case. The equivalent Lagrange multiplier version of (1) by Aitchison and

Silvey (1958) appears to be derived more in the spirit of the general asymptotic

principle mentioned above.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the distributional structure

and notation, and Section 3 briefly discusses the generalized Wald and likelihood ratio

tests. Section 4 shows how the various forms of the generalized score statistic arise from

asymptotic Taylor expansion. Regularity conditions will be avoided because they can

hinder conceptual understanding and are best left to specific-applications.

2.. Notation and Structure

To give some structure to the problem, suppose that the data Y1'''''Yn are

independent and Yilxi has density g(y,xi)' where the xi are fixed regressor vectors. For

likelihood analysis the presumed model will be f(y,xiI8), where 8 is a b x 1 vector of

unknown parameters. In general, Q(8) need not arise from a parametric family, but 8

will still be a meaningful b x 1 vector, and we will assume that Q(8) has the form

Q(8) = Ef=lq(Yi,xi,8). Solutions to (2) will be denoted by 8, and 8 will be used to

denote related estimators under null hypothesis constraints.

We shall assume that there is a unique 8* in the parameter space such that 8~ 8*

as n ---+ 00 and 8~ 8* under HOas n ---+ 00. Hypotheses will be phrased in terms of 8*,

and one always has to decide whether such hypotheses are meaningful under

misspecification. For example, in linear regression contexts where 8T = (,86", ,8D and

Yi = ,80 + x{,81 + ei' typically ,8i = ,81 regardless of the estimation method or

distribution of el, ... ,en, and thus tests about ,8i are meaningful.

/
Tn 2 T A - *Let Iy = -8S(8) 8D = Ei=18 q(Yi,xi,8)/8888 , and let Iy , Iy , and Iy be the

values of Iy when 8 = 8, 8, and 8*, respectively. Note that for maximum likelihood Iy
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is the observed sample information matrix of the presumed model. Let Eg denote

expectation with respect to the true densities. Then define Ig = Eg[Iy lx1, ... ,xn] =
A _ * A _ *

fly Ilg(Yi,xi)dY1...dYn, and let Ig, Ig, and Ig be the values of Ig when fJ = fJ, fJ, and fJ ,

respectively. When maximum likelihood is used, we may define the analogous model
A _ *

quantities If = fly Ilf(Yi,xi,fJ)dY1,·.. ,dYn and If' If' and If' If is called the expected

value information or Fisher information of the model. These latter quantities play no

role in the general asymptotics since typically Ig f. If and Ig and Iy are the important

quantities in the Taylor expansions where laws of large numbers give Ig- 1Iy ~ identity

matrix. Finally, with si(fJ) = -8q(Yi,xi,fJ) /8fJ and thus S(fJ) = 2:r 1si(fJ), define

Dy = r:r_1si(fJ)si(fJ) T, Dg = EgDy , and Df = EfDy . The definitions of Dy , Dy , Dy ,

etc., should be obvious. Under suitable regularity conditions on f(y,xi,fJ), Df = If' but

in general one would not expect Dg = Ig. In fact White (1982) has proposed model

adequacy tests based on Iy - f)y which estimates Ig - Dg.

Summarizing for easy reference:

S(fJ) - -8Q(fJ) _ ~ 8q(Yi,xi,fJ) - ~ (fJ)
- 8fJ - -.LJ 8fJ - .LJsi

1=1 1=1

8 minimizes Q( fJ) and satisfies S(8) = 0

8minimizes Q( fJ) subject to null hypothesis constraints

* A _

fJ probability limit of fJ and fJ .

2nd Derivative Matrices

-+

-+

Evaluated at

~ .l- *J...-

Iy i y *Iy

Ig ig *Ig
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n
g = II g(Yi,xi) = true density

i=l.

-+

n
f = II f(y.,x

1
·18) = presumed density when likelihood methods used

• 1
1=1

1st Derivative "Empirical Variances"

Composite null hypotheses are usually sp~cified -by either

r < b ,

or

II. HO: h(8*) = 0, where H(8) = 8h(~ has full row rank r,
r xl r x b 88

or

III. HO: 8* = g(j3), where j3 is an J.- r dimensional parameter

and G(j3) = 8g(~ has full column rank b
hxb-r 8j3

- r.

Recall that use of 8* admits the possibility that 1; and 1J converge to a·value different

from the true 8 of the generating mechanism.
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3. Generalized WaId and Likelihood Ratio Tests

The asymptotic distribution of iJ is easily ascertained through Taylor expansion of

(2),

o= S(iJ) = S(9*) + 8S(9;) (iJ - 9*) + Rn1 '
89

leading to

A *Under suitable regularity conditions, 9 is asymptotically normal (9*, Vg), where

* * 1* * 1 *Vg = Ig- DgIg- Vg is of course very familiar to those working in robust statistics

and with maximum likelihood under misspecification (e.g., Huber, 1967; Burguete,

Gallant, and Souza, 1982; Kent, 1982; White, 1982; Royall, 1986). The term

information "sandwich" is someti.mes used for the estimate Vy = Iy l:f>yIy 1 (c.f., Lin

and Wei, 1989, p. 1074) since Iy is the observed information in the sample when - Q(9)

is the log likelihood function.

Turning to null hypotheses I and II given in Section 2, the appropriate generalized

Wald tests are

and

AT AA AT-1 A
T GWII = h(9) (H(9)Vy H(9)) h(9)

(see e.g., Kent, 1982, p. 23, and White, 1982, p. 8). Gallant (1987, p. 219) and others

note that the null asymptotic chi-squared approximation. for Wald statistics is not

always adequate and that the statistic is not invariant to reparameterization.
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The generalized likelihood ratio statistic may be given by

T GLR = 2(Q(B) - Q(B))

for any method of specifying the null hypothesis. Unfortunately, the asymptotic null

distribution of T GLR is generally a weighted sum of chi-squared random variables

(Foutz and Srivastava, 1977; Kent, 1982; Hampel et al., 1986, p. 352) with unknown

weights. In certain situations such as homoscedastic linear regression, 2(Q(B) - Q(B))

can be divided by a single weight estimate to get the usual asymptotic chi-squared

distribution (e.g., Hettmansperger and Schrader, 1980).

4. Generalized Score Test

4.1 Hypotheses about Subvectors

The partitioned vector 8T = (8[, 8f) with hypotheses of the form I. HO: 8i = 810

is the easiest type of situation to handle. Let S(8) T = (SI (8) T, S2(8) T), where 81 and

SI are r X 1, 82 and S2 are b - r X 1, and S2(B) = 0 from (2) with 81 = 810. The

matrices defined 'in Section 2 are partitioned accordingly, e.g.,
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Under HOand a correctly specified likelihood T8 i X;. To get the generalized form we

expand 81 and 82:

81(B) = 81(8*) - i y12 (B2

o= 82(B) = 82(8*) - i y22 (B2

* * *Then, replacing IY12 and IY22 by their asymptotically equivalent versions Ig12 and

* - * 1Ig22 and plugging in 82 - 82~ Ig22 82(8*) from the second equation into the first

equation, yields .

Here Ir is the r x r identity matrix. Finally, since the covariance matrix of 8(8*) is

* -Dg, the asymptotic covariance matrix of 81(8) is

* - -Estimating Dgll by Dyll , etc., yields the consistent estimate VY81 and

This is the form for T G8 given by Breslow (1990, p. 567), whereas Kent (1982, p. 23)

and Engle (1984, p. 822) have V-8 1 as
g 1

V- 1 - i llr1- 1Di - 1) ] - 1 illg81 - g L\~g g g 11 g

8
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*11 fT' * *-1* )-1
where Ig = ~Igl1 - Ig12Ig22 Ig21 .

In some situations it may be preferable to use unrestricted estimates of B in the

*estimate of V
gS1

(see Example 1 below), and here we might use the notation

TCS = Sl(8)VYS~Sl(8). Hit is easier to phrase the null hypothesis in terms of

* .. - T- -1 -HO: B2 = B20, where B2 IS r X 1, then Just note that T GS = S2(B) VYS2S2(B), where

VYS2 is notationally obtained from V
YS1

by interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2. Of

course under HOand suitable regularity conditions, TGS -l- X¥.

Example 1. Normal distribution maximum likelihood. H Yl""'Yn are assumed to

be iid normal (Jl,0'2), B = (Jl,O'), then the negative log likelihood is

Q(B) = c + nlog 0' + (20'2) - 1E (Yi - Jl)2 and

.
SJl(B) = 0'-'2E(Yi -Jl), SO'(tJ) = E[O'-3(Yi -Jl)2,,- 0'-1],

Iy JlJl = nO' - 2, Iy JlO' = 20' - 3E(Yi - Jl), Iy 0'0' = E[ - 0' - 2+30' - 4(Yi ~ Jl)2] ,

Dy JlJl = 0' - 4E(Yi - Jl)2, Dy JlO' = 0' - 5E[ - 0'2(Yi - Jl)+(Yi - Jl )3],

- 6 [2 ( )2]2Dy 0'0'=0' EO' - Yi - Jl .

Consider first HO: Jl*=JlO' The restricted mle for 0' is if = [n - 1E(Yi - JlO)2]l j 2 and

the score statistic (1) is

where S~ = n -lE(Yi - Y )2. H observed information Iy is used in (1) place of

expected information If' the denominator becomes S~ - (Y - JlO)2. If the unrestricted

estimator &2 = S~ is used in either If or Iy , then (1) becomes n(Y - JlO)2 / S~ which is

the Wald statistic for this HO'
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Turning to the generalized score statistic, we find (3) yields

where ai = n -l~(Yi - JLO)i / a-i, i = 3, 4. Thus T GS has a curious skewness and

kurtosis adjustment which should be negligible near HO' If the unrestricted estimator

8= (Y ,Sn) is used in Iy and Dy , then TGS becomes the Wald statistic n(Y - flo)2 / S~

which seems preferable here. In general, inference via (1) about a mean vector when

the data is assumed normal will be asymptotically valid even when the data is not

normal. This robustness to nonnormality does not hold for inference about u as we

shall now see.

For HO: u* = uo the restricted mle for JL is Y and Su(B) = nuO- 3[S~ - u51. Rao's

statistic (1) is

J S2 )2
TS = 2\u~ - 1 .

Under HO' TS i [(0:4 -1) /21XI, where 0:4 = E(Y1 - JL)4 / u4. If the data are normal,

then 0:4=3 and inference based on T S and XI critical values is asymptotically correct.

If 0:4>3, then such inference can yield very liberal Type I errors.

The generalized score statistic

(2)1 2 ]-1n Sn - 2Sn
T GS = 2" u5 - 1 0:4 - u5 + 1

has a kurtosis correction based on a4 = n -l~(Yi - y)4 / u6 and is asymptotically XI
under HOfor any distribution with finite 0:4' If the unrestricted estimator 8 = (Y,Sn)

*is used to estimate V S ' then. g 1
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where &4 = n -lE(Yi - y)41st. As for inference about Ji, I prefer TGS over T GS

especially since there is no computational cost for using the unrestricted estimates.

Example 2. Robust linear regression with homoscedastic errors. Consider the

linear model

y. = xTf3 + e· , i = 1,... ,n ,
1 1 1

where ei, ...en are assumed iid with some unknown density g. Standard robust regression

(Huber, 1981, p. 162) minimizes Ep(Yi - x[(3) or solves EtI'(Yi - x[(3)xi = 0 where

tI'=P'. Actually, the Yi -x[f3 are usually rescaled by a parameter a which is also

estimated, but we shall ignore that aspect for simplicity.

For f3T = (f3[,f3f) suppose that our null hypothesis is HO: /32 = 1320, We do not

need the "*" notation here since 13 ~ 13 except for perhaps the intercept when g is

asymmetric. Let x[ = (xi~' xi~) and define X T = [x1Ix21· . ·Ixn]. Then the restricted

estimates 13 satisfy EtI'(Yi - x[13)xil = 0 and Iy = EtI"(Yi - x[(3)xix[ and

Dy = EtI'2(Yi -x[(3)xixr Under the homoscedastic error assumption, Iy and Dy are

asymptotically equivalent to Egtl"(e1)XTX and Egtl'2(e1)XTX, respectively. Thus

An estimator V S is obtained by replacing Egtl'2(e1) with (n - b+r) - l EtI'2(Yi - x[13),
g 2

and the generalized score statistic is then
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. - T-
where S2(,8) = E7P(Yi - xi ,8)xi2' T GS was given by Sen (1982, p. 248) and extended to

bounded influence regression by Markatov and Hettmansperger (1990). It is quite

interesting that Eg7P'(e1) cancels out in the definition of V S and therefore does not
. g 2

need to be estimated. Thus T GS has some advantages over the generalized Wald and

likelihood ratio tests which require estimates of both Eg7P'(e1) and EgE7P2(e1) and

computation of the unrestricted estimates ~ (see Schrader and Hettmansperger, 1980,

for details on these latter tests).

Example 3. Least squares linear regression with heteroscedastic errors. Using the

same notation as in Example 2, we let p(x) = x2/2 and obtain S(,8) = Eei(,8)xi'

Iy = Ex.xT = X TX, and Dy = Ee.(,8)2x.xTwhere e.(,8) = Y. - xT,8. Suppose that
11 1 11 1 1 1

e1,... ,en are independent but no longer have the same variance. Then for testing HO:

. - - - 2 T . - T- - 1 -
,82 = ,820 we mIght let Dy = [n/(n - b+r)]Eei(,8) xixi and T GS = S2(,8) VgS2 S2(,8)

with

- - T T -l-T - T -1 T TVgS2 = DY22 - [X Xh1 [X X]l1 DY21 - Dy21 [X X]l1 [X Xh1

+ [XTXh1[XTXhl1DYl1[XTXhl1[XTX]I1 .

For simple linear regression with xi's centered so that EXi = 0, [X TX]21 = 0, and

/3 T = (Y, 0), then VgS2 simplifies to DY22 = [n/(n -l)]E(Yi - Y)2xf.
2/ -TGS = [EYixi] DY22 may be compared to the usual

F = [EYixi]2 / [(n - 2) -lEei(~)2Exr]. MacKinnon and White (1985) have investigated

related Wald t-statistics based on several versions of Dy .

Example 4. Logistic regression. Consider a dose-response situation with k dose

levels x1, ... ,xk where at the ith dose we observe {Yij' nij' j=l,... ,mi}' and we assume

that E(Yijlnij) = Pi(8) = [1 + exp( -,81 - ,82xi)] -1. If - Q(8) is the log likelihood

from a presumed independent binomial model, then
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k mi
Q(8) = c - .I: .I: [Yijlog Pi(8) + (nij - Yij )log(l- Pi(8))]

1=1 J=l

Iy

Dy

k mi (1 Xi)= I: I:n.. p.(8)(1-p.(8))
. l' 1 IJ 1 1 x. x71= J= 1 1

Under RO: ,82=0 the rest.ricted maximum likelihood estimator of Pi(8) is
- . m· k m·
Y = Y In where we use the notatIOn y. = "'. l1Y.. , Y = "'. 1"'. l1Y.. , etc... .. 1. L...J= IJ .. L... 1= L... J= IJ

The usual score statistic (Cochran-Armitage) is

k - 2
[I:(Y. -no Y)x.]
• 1. 1. 1

T - 1=1
S- k 2 = =

I: (x. -x) n· Y (1- Y)
. 1 1.
1=1

where x = L:f_1ni.xil n... If the Yij exhibit cluster effects, then the independent

binomial assumption is incorrect and TS is not asymptotically XI under Ro. Typically

Var(Yijlnij) > nijPi(8)(1- Pi(8)) and the data are said to have extra-binomial variation.

For TGS we replace Pi(8) by Y in Iy and Dy and plug into (3) (with subscripts

reversed since 8T = (,81' ,82) and the null is ,82 = 0) to get

[t(y. -no Y)x.]2. 1. 1. 1
TGs = Ok 1=1 mi

2 = 2I: (x. - x) I: (Y.. - n..Y )
. 1 1 . 1 IJ IJ
1= J=
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Note that the only difference between T S and T GS is that the binomial variance

estimate n· (Y (1- Y)has been replaced by the empirical variance estimate
1.

m· = 22:. 11(Y.. -n..Y) .
J= IJ IJ

4.2 Hypotheses via Constraints

Here the null hypothesis is HO: h(0*) = 0, where the r x b matrix

H(0) = ah(0) / ao T exists and has full row rank r. Of course this case is general enough

to contain the previous subsection results with h(0*) = 0i - OlQ' The estimator B

which minimizes Q(0) subject to HOsatisfies

S(8) - H(8) TX = 0

(4)

h(B) = 0 ,

where A is an r x 1 vector of Lagrange multipliers. The generalized score statistic has

been given by White (1982, p. 8) and Gallant (1987, p. 219) as

where li = H(B). Since it is not so obvious that this statistic is the correct

generalization of (1), I would like to show how it follows from the general asymptotic

principle mentioned in Section 1.

First, expand S(0*) about B,

S(0*) = S(B) - Iy(0* - B) + Rn6 '

and premultiply by lily 1 to get

(5)

S(B)) + Rn7 .
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Next expand h(0*) about 9,

o= h(O*) = h(9) + f[(O* - 9) + RnS .

Since h(9) = 0 from (4), we may put f[(O* - 9) = - RnS into the previous equation

and rearrange to get

f[I - 1S(9) - f[I - 1S(O*) + RY - Y n9'

where Rn9 = -Rn7 - RnS. Now premultiply by f[T(f[Iy 1f[T) -1 to get

- f[ T(f[I - 1f[ T) - 1f[I - 1S(O*) + R- Y Y n10·

The middle matrix on the left-hand side is a projection matrix for the column space of

--1/2-T --1/2 - .Iy H, and Iy S(O) is already in that space by (4). Thus the left-hand side of

the last equation becomes just S(9). Finally, replacing f[ and I by asymptotic

equivalents yields

- *T** 1* 1** 1S(O) - H (HI - H T) - HI - S(O*) + R- g g nll .

* -Since the covariance matrix of S(0*) is Dg, the asymptotic covariance matrix of S(0) is

* * ** 1* 1** 1* * 1* ** 1* 1*V - H~(HI - HT) - HI - D I - HT(HI - HT) - HgS - g g g g g ,

for which a generalized inverse may be directly verified to be

* * 1* ** 1* * 1* ** 1V - - I - HT(HI - D I - HT)HI -gS - g g g g g.

* * * - - - - -Replacing Ig, H, and Dg by Iy , H = H(0), and Dy yields VgS and the generalized score

statistic TGS = S(8) TVgSS(8) given in (5).
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Gallant (1987, p. 231-232) shows that if I.y 1DyIy 1 is replaced in (5) by Iy 1,

then (5) becomes.S(8) 7Jy lS(8) which is Rao's score statistic using observed

information Iy in place of expected information. This nontrivial reduction of (5) to (1)

may be shown via (4) and a special matrix equality given by Gallant (1987, p. 241):

(6)

which holds for arbitrary positive definite symmetric A , H of rank r, and G
bxb rxb bxb-r

of rank b - r such that HG = O. These manipulations further illustrate that the path

from (1) to (5) is not straightforward.

Example 5. Coefficient of variation. Recall the sampling situation of Example 1

where Yl'''',Yn are iid N(p, 0'2), and consider HO: p = 0'. Three possible constraint

specifications of HOare h1(8) = p/O' - 1, h2(8) = O'/p - 1, and h3(8) = p - 0'; but

all three lead to restricted estimates which satisfy p,2 + Yp, - (y,2 + S~) = 0 and

p, = it. Using the fact that HI (8), H2(8), and H3(8) are each proportional to (1, - 1),

these specifications give the same generalized score statistic (5),

- n -1( 1T GS = S(8) Iy -1

- - 1- - 1where Vy = Iy DyIy and S(8), Iy , and Dy are given in Example 1. The

invariance to h specification continues to hold if we replace Iy and Dy by the

unrestricted estimates Iy and :by which for this problem have a simpler form. T GS is

not invariant to h specification, however, if the Hi(8) are replaced by Hi(O). The Wald

statistics based on hI' h2, and h3 are all different but simpler to compute that T GS'

Example 6. Common slope in parallel assay. Consider the logistic regression data

of Example 4 but augmented to include a second independent set of data Yij' i =

k+l, ... ,2k, j = 1,... ,m2i' and xk+i = Xi for i = 1,... ,k. For example, such data could
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result from a parallel assay of the relative potency of two compounds. The mean model

might beE(Yijlnij) = Pi(8), where 8T = (/31,!32,!33,!34) and

If we assume that the Yij are independent binomial random variables, then

Q(8) = Q1(8) + Q2(8), 8(8) T = (81(8) T, 82(8) T), and

Iy =

o

o
Dy =

o

where -Q1 (8), 81(8), Iy1 , and DY1 ~e Q, 8, I, and D of Example 4 and Q2(8), 82(8),

Iy2,and DY2 have exactly the same form except the summations are Lr~k+1 Lj:~.

Consider the common slope null hypothesis HO: !32=!34 which is important for

defining the concept of relative potency in a parallel assay. A simple h is

h(8) = !32 -!34 resulting in H(8) = (0, 1, 0, -1). Using the notation

81(8) T = (811(8), 812(8)) and 82(8) T = (821 (8), 822(8)), we find that the generalized

score statistic (5) is

k -where 812(8) = Li=1[Yi. - ni.Pi(8)]xi' The algebra for (5) is simplified by noting

that 811(9) = 821(9) = 0 and 812(9) + 822(9) = o.
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4.3 Hypotheses ¥ia Reparameterization

Some null hypotheses are best described in terms of one set of parameters, whereas

the alternative is easiest to describe in terms of another set. Lack-of-fit or

goodness-of-fit tests are often of this type. For example, consider binary data in s

groups where 1J1,... ,lJs are the success probabilities but a proposed model is lJi = gi(,8)

where ,8 is an b - r vector of parameters.

The general description is then IJ = g(,B), g: Rb - r--+Rb, and HO: 8 = g(,8) where

G(,8) = 8g(,8) /8,8 T is assumed to have full column rank b - r. The generalized score

statistic in this formulation is

T - S(8)7i[f> -1 f> -11 G(GTI f> -11 G) -IG7I f> -1]S(8)GS - y - y y y y y y y . (7)

\Ve may obtain (7) from (5) by assuming HOhas an equivalent constraint h formulation

such that HG = 0 an~ use (6) with A = Ii If>yli 1. Another route is to use the

direct asymptotic expansion of S as follows.

Since 8 = g(13) minimizes Q(g(,8)), 8 satisfies G(13) TS(g(13)) =G TS = O..

Now expand S(8) about 8* = g(,8*) using the chain rule

- * * * - *S(8) = S(8 ) - Iy G(,8 - ,8 ) + Rn12 .

Premultiplying by G T gives zero on the left-hand side and rearranging leads to

- * * * -Finally replace G by G and Iy by Ig and substitute for,8 - ,8* in (8) to get

- * * *rt * -1 *'S(IJ) = [Is - IgG(G IgG) ]S(IJ) + Rn14

* *- CS(IJ ) + Rn14 .
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- * * * TThus, the asymptotic covariance matrix of S(B) is CDgC and

T GS = S(O) T(CDyCT) - S(O). The form (7) follows by verifying that the inner matrix

in (7) is a generalized inverse of CDyC T.

Example 7. Lack-of-fit in binomial regression. Once again reconsider the data of

Example 4 but now set b = k and Bi = E(Yij Inij)' i = 1,... ,b. We would like to test

the adequacy of Bi = F(xr(3), where F is the logistic or normal or some other

distribution function, and we now allow xi and f3 to be p x 1 vectors. If we use the

binomial likelihood to estimate (3, then Rao's statistic (1) is the usual Pearson chi-

squared statistic

~ A - 2/- .:.Ts = L..J n· [6. - F.] F.(1 - F.) ,
. 1. 1 1 1 1
1=1

where Fi = F(xri3) and 8i = Yi.lni.' TS can be significant because of mean

misspecification, ·Bi i= F(xr(3), or because the binomial likelihood is wrong. In contrast,

the generalized statistic T GS will tend to reject only for mean misspecification and

otherwise have an approximate Xb2 distribution.-p

To compute T GS note that

[ (
8. (1 - 8.) ) ]

= Diag ni. -2 + _1 2 ' i = 1,... ,b ,
Fi (1- Fi )

Dy {

m.

= Dia z:: (Yj'
. 1 JJ=

G= F'X with F-' - Dia{F-' - dF(z) l .- i - d T-'z =X. {3
I
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i = l,...,b] .



Then we have from (7)

- --1- -, - -,- --1- -, .
where E1 = Dy IyF and E2 = F IyDy IyF are dIagonal and X = [x1 Ix21 · . ·lxb1·

If the mean specification and binomial likelihood are both correct, then the first term of

TGS is asymptotically equivalent to the Pearson chi-square and the second term

converges in probability to zero as min[m1, ... ,mb1 --+ 00 and b is fixed.

4.4. Invariance under Reparametrization

For a one to one reparametrization fJ = r((3) with nonsingular Jacobian

J (3 = 8r((3) / 8(3 T, the invariance of Rao's score statistic (1) follows from the relations

9 = r(~), S((3) = J~S(r), and Ir<(3) = J~Ilr)J(3. This invariance does not extend to (1)

with If replaced by Iy or to TGS which must use Iy and not If to estimate Ig. The

lack of invariance can be seen by noting that

Iy ((3) = 8~T(J;S(r((3)) = L(3 + J~Iy(r)J(3'

where L(3 has the jth row [L(31j = Ef 1[S(r)h8 [J;hj / a(3T. L(3 vanishes at (3 = ~ but

not at (3 = /3. Since Dy ((3) = J~Dy(r)J (3 and Iy(~) = J;Iy (f)J~' the generalized

score statistic TGS which uses unrestricted estimates in the covariance estimate is

invariant to reparametrization whenever H(f) = H(f), e.g., when h(fJ) is a linear

function of fJ.

There are two situations where T GS is invariant to reparametrization. The first

situation is when r((3) is a linear function of (3 so that L(3 = o. The second situation is

when HOcompletely specifies fJ, say HO: fJ=fJO' and TGS = S(fJO)TDy(fJO) -lS(fJO).

Here the invariance follows from Dy ((3) = J~Dy(r)J (3 and S((3) = J~S(r) and applies

to TGS as well.
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5. Summary

The various versions of the generalized score statistic arise naturally from Taylor

expansion of the defining equations. Although these statistics are not as simple in

appeariance as Roo's original statistic (1), their wide applicability and asymptotic Type

I error robustness to model misspecification make them attractive for general use.
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